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Why Labour?

Why Remain?

Labour is based on the working
class and the trade union
movement. The Tories exist to
represent the interests of bosses
and the rich.

Boris Johnson's deal, or something
even worse, is the reality of Brexit:
our European friends, neighbours
and workmates denied "settled
status"; British citizens in Europe
insecure; lost jobs and lost rights; a
meaner, nastier society.

Labour is committed to:
• restoring the NHS
• £10 minimum wage and fair
benefits to replace Universal Credit
• scrapping student fees
• a Green New Deal to save the
planet
• more social housing and tenants'
rights
Labour will call a new public vote so
we can decide between Brexit as
reality (not the unrealistic promises
of 2016) and Remain.

Our economy and society is
dependent on trade and exchange
with the world around us. Economic,
social and intellectual activity long
ago overflowed national borders. It
can't be squeezed back into them
without making life poorer.
Brexit will replace European
integration with Trump-style
privatisation and deregulation. Our
alternative is to stay in the EU to
organise a cross-border resistance.

Why free
movement?

Why
socialism?

All of us - British-born or not have benefited from EU free
movement and migration, both
economically and culturally.
To deny free movement divides
the working class. It means
migrant workers will lack rights,
and it will be easier for bosses to
exploit and undercut.

Labour for a Socialist Europe
campaigns in the Labour Party for
cooperation with socialists across
Europe.

The answer to falling wages and
declining public services isn't
more border controls - it's trade
unions, a higher minimum wage,
ending austerity and investing in
our communities.

Socialism means public
ownership and democratic control
of an economy organised
according to need, not profit. It
means an international movement
which can confront austerity and
the climate crisis with a genuine
working-class alternative. We
work within Labour to build this
movement - join us!

More information
labourforasocialisteurope.org
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Follow us:

www.fb.com/labourvsbrexit
@labourvsbrexit

